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Abstract: This paper propos号da CDMA-slotted ALOHA systern， in which a11 transmitters used註le
same PN sequence but with different chip phases拍 dpackets c担 becaptured because of the 
autocorrelation prop出 yof PN sequence. Then its channel throughput and sorne performance 
parameters with different number of receivers in base station are analyzed.τ'he effects of wireless link 
quality on paranleters such as packet dropping probability， average delay are discussed for some types 
of 時四ices.Analysis and simulation results show that the maxirnum charmel throughput of也issystem 
is much greater白組 pureS同ALOHAsystem叩 dmultiservices c組 besupported with gu訂正日lteedQoS. 
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I. Introductio!l 

百le requirement for broadband services 
brings the dem早ndon也g 也irdgeneration 

mobile communication system which should be 
able to interface to fixed broadband network 
such as B-ISDN using ATM transmission， and 
support multi-services. It is important ωselect 

an efficient multi-access scheme wruch c組 meet
也E句05requirements of every service and adapt 
the best to dynanlic traffic in wireless 
multimedia communication， an.d CDMA， which 
is characterized by statistical multiplexing a 
same frequency bandwidth and has the 
advantages of high utilization of frequency 
b回 dwid白ヲ issuch a radio access tec加iquel).

S-ALOHA is a natural choic巴 fora packet 

system with the slot size being equivalent to a 
packet.If combin畠.1Ionof spread spectrum with 

S-ALOHA 1S used， the packets which are 
transmitted simultan巴ouslymay be captured 

because of出巴 correlationproperty of the 
spreading sequence， so that the throughput ofthe 
system can increased greatlf). In this paper， a 
CDMA-slotted ALOHA system is proposed 

which has a potentiality of providing efficient 
wireless packet communications while 
preserving the random access capability， andせle
advantages of CDMA， in combination with the 
simplicity offered by ふALOHA，make this 
scheme a社ractlVe.

There are a few schemes for a CDMA system 
For eXan1ple， different spreading codes can be 
used by different users2). But in this scheme， the 
recelver皿 itin center station must monitor and 

perform也eacquisition of signals on multiple 
code channels. Another scheme is that users use 
different chip phases of the s卸 lespreading 
sequence. Because of auto-correl昌.tionprop巴比y
of PN sequence， the signal over each channel is 
separated after being despreaded. Then the 
receiver unit only needs to monitor one code 

charmel 80 that the complexity of receiver unit is 
reduced. At the same time， fast acquisition can 
be realized more easily. Being differ巴ntfrom the 
五rstscheme， Collisions may be occured in this 

scheme. An e伍cientmethod is to add random 
delay before transmission to reduce the collision 
probability. 
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In this system， the transmission eロorsare caused 
by collision and interference. 

In the paper， section II describes也巴 system
models.τnen the channel throughput is 

calculated in section m. A few 守oSparameters 
are analyzed for some types of services with and 

without AR母 insection IV. In section Vラ

simulation results for the performance of the 
proposed system are presented. In the end， 
conclusion is made in section VI. 

目。 Systεmmodels 
The stmcture of the system is shown in Fig.l. 

The system h晶sa centric stmcture with a base 
station (BS) located in the center of a cell and 

mobile stations (MSs) distributed around it. 
Every MS produces packets with fixed len民h，

and gets syst己msynchronous inform且.tion合om
也eBS's broadcasting signal. Before a packet is 
to be transmitted， the MS generates a random 
number ~ according to a certain random method. 

The transmitting moment is 凡 (OsRn豆M-l)

chip duration(Tc} 1尻町出anthe beginning of a 

slot and the PN seque即 e is delayed 
correspondingl y 回 thatthe chip phase of PN 
sequen田 usedby every user may be differer託
τne仕組smi抗ingtime is shown in Fig.2. 

In Fig.2， the Syn. header叩 11be a short PN 
sequen印 usedby capture unit in BS to perform 
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Fig.2 Slot width， cell width，αndguα'rd 
inte刊 α1(uplink) 

PN acquisition田 drecognize the transmission 
Td is random delay and Td=~Tc' The wid出 ofa
slot T will be made larger也叩 thepacket width 
by a guard interval Tg. 

百lereare畠 fewreceivers in the BS which 
have RAKE stmcture to receive the signals 
t即 lSlll1託edby different users. If more than one 
MS transmit packet in a slot， it is possible that 
some MSs' packets can be acquired by the 

capture unit in the BS using matched filters 
when correlation peaks of the multipath signals 
of these stations do not overlap. A short PN 
sequence (Syn.header) attached to a packet is 

transmitted firstly. When this sequence puts into 
也巴 matchedfilter， correlation peak wiU be 
output. Then the tr叩 smissiontiming of也eMS 
C阻 bedetermined according to the correlation 

peak，組done of the receivers in BS is assigned 
to trace and receive signals of也isMS. 111 

multipath ch制lnel，it is possible that several 
correlation peaks are obtained for the signal of a 
mobile station. Ifthe correlation peaks are in the 
multipath spread range that the receiver can 
resolve， the receiver takes these coηelation 

peaks as one MS's signal and receive them by 
diversity. 

The following conditions are assumed for 
白地.eranalysis. 

1) The total number of users is large enough由at
packet arrival process can be modeled by a 
Poisson distribution. 

2) Offer load G is de血ledas the average number 
ofpackets occurrI.ng durIng a time slot 

3) The power of the received signals are equal 
for all users by ideal power control scheme. 

4) The minimum multipath delay the RAKE 
receiver can resolve is l/w，創ldw is the 

signal's bandwidth. In spread spectmm system， 
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it i8 a chip duration. And由自 receiverc組

resolve the multipaths in the range of [0， (L-

l)Tel 
5) Ifthe correlation peaks of multiple stations' 

8ignals are overlapped，せlepacket c組 notbe 

received correctly. 

6)τ'he system has negligible propagation delay 

組 d perfect acknowledgements from せle

recelvers. 

7) Forward 岳町orcorrection (FEC) 組 dcyclic 

redundancy check (CRC) are used to increase 

tr卸閉山sion reliability 田 d detect the 

trans町llSSlOnerrOfS. 

III. The channel's throughput 

In Fig.3， a MS transmits a packet each time. 

At T 0 moment， wmch is DT c duration 1旦terthan 

吐leslot sぬrtmoment and D is加 integer，the ith 
MS 仕組smitsa packet. If there are some other 

，...... "1，， ...... ， 
(レl)Tc To (L-l)Tc 

Fig.3 The time relαtion oftransmitted d，αtαon 

αmultipαth 

MSs which tra.nsmit packets in the interval 

[max{To・(L・l)T田 O}，min{To+(L-l)Te， (M-
l)T.}]， overlap occurs. Because the moment a 

MS transmits a packet is uniforllUy distributed 

over [0， (M-l)Te]， the probability白紙 another

MS tra.nsmits in this interval， i.e.， the corr巴lation
p巴aksof也edespreaded signals of another MS 

担 d由eones of ith MSラssignals overlap組 d

bo廿1packets c阻 notbe f'巴coveredsuccess五dly，

l守1 L-l~D~ ]vJ -L 

is Pi(D)=1L~D ， O~D~L-2 (1) 

lM-告Lニ1，M-L+l~D~ ]vJ -l 

If也ereare N+ 1 packets to be transmitted in 

a 510t T， the probability that the correlation 
peaks of other N MSs' packets and ith MS's 

packet do not overlap， is 

M-j_ 口 ー 咽日

p(N)= L Il-pj(D)I" ド 11一宇r(2) 
D=O. ・面倒

Because the arrival rate of packets is based 

on the Poisson process with offered load G 

packets/slot，也巴 probability白紙Npackets arrive 

in a slot is 

RN(G) = GN exp(-G)/N!. (3) 

At the beginning of every slot， w邑 ass羽田

也atthere are N+ 1 packets generated企omMSs， 

and且tmost K packets are captured by the K 

receivers in BS. For a p旦cket，the other N 

packets 紅 e considered to be interference. 

Defining PJN) as也eprobability也ata packet is 

cap加reda.nd r悶 overedsuccess白llywith N 

interfering packets， a.nd the averaged throughput 

S of註lechannel is the average number of 

packets rl呂田ivedsuccessfully p日rtIme slot 

which is given by 

S(G) = LRN+l (G)Pc(N). min(N + !，K}. (4) 
N=O 

In our CDMA S-ALOHA system， if 也c

multi血accessintぽ ferenceis not considered and 

AWGN is ignored， then Pc{N) = p(N)阻 dS(G) 

can be expressed as 

S(G)ミ五時時G)(l-2t;lt .min(N +l，K) 

(5) 

In practical system， the multi-access 

Interference should be considered， then， Po自9
must be modified. But the modificatIon to P 0{1¥り
should be decided according to system design. 

We consider a system with multipath fading 

channel and maximal ratio combiners.官lehalf-

rate convolutional coding of constraint length 9 

and soft decision Viterbi algorithm are used as 

FEC to increase the reliability oftransmission. A 

Gaussian appro幻mationc釦 beused for multi圃

access interference. Then if the processing gain 

is R and N simultaneous transmissions， and也6

叩 ergyofa b此isEb' the SNR after despreading 

of each transmission is 

rb(N) =τ会τ了 (6) 
~ V • -0  R 

Let PJ(Aりbethe probability of the ev巴ntthat 

there is no error in the decoded packet，也巴n

ι(N) = p(N)月 (N) (7) 

We derive P1出Qfrom the first-event eηor 

probability Pu whose upper bound is5) 

∞ 
Pu(rb)~ .手 adP2(d) (8) 

---free 
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where Gd denotes the number of paths of 

disぬllced from the all園 zeropath and in AWGN 
channel 

ゆ)= Q(J2r刀) (9) 

where r is the coding rate 
羽市ilein fading channels， when the maximal 

ratio combiner is used， using the similar method 
as in 5>， we can get that for fast fading chぉmel
組 ddeep interleaving， 

九(d)=[t(l-μ(d))lLd:~'(行中(1+μ(d))t (l 

with μ(d)=~芸 、。
J

1
4
 

同
副
目

A
f

目、

where r， is the average SNR per chamlel and 

九=YbE(α12)，叩d {α/}主] represent 出B

attenuation factors for the L multipaths司

For a packet ofl叩 gthof B， PlJ..ワisbounded 

byPu 

巧(N)注[1一凡(以N))t (叫

F or slow facling channel， we assume白紙

{αz}土]are cons伽 t8during a p邸 ketinterval 

組 dwe can obtain the lower bound of P1 as 
follows 

r ，B 

刊)> S:/lι 
with 

PS(Yb)=ーよττyfl叫 (-YbFc) (14) 
IL-l)!yc f 

where Ps{九)is the probability density白nction

of a chi留 square-distributedrandom r b with 2L 

degre巴Sof企eedom.
τ'hen， the throughput is 

mjORhl(G)(l-半)乍(N).min(N+l，K) 

(15) 

IV. Anaiysis of Performance parameters 

l. For services without ARQ 

For this kind of services， those packets with 
errors are抑 ssedon to the user unalte問 dand the 

lost packets may be blanked or replaced by 
interpolations between successive valid data 
blocks.τ'hey always have higher priorities. After 
they have accessed the cham1el initially， 810t8 
and chip phases are reserved for it periodically. 
The transmission errors 畠remainly due to 
A WGN， interference caused by other users叩 d
multipath fading. No overlap of correlation 
peaks occurs and multi -access interference must 
be controlled in an acceptable level. 

We discuss the packet dropping probability 
for也iskind of services. If CRC shows that the 
received packet is erroneous， the packet is 
dropped. From (12)， we can get the dropping 
probability Pdrop as follows 

ん岬=1-Pj (N) ::; 1-[1-P.小w 日6)

Thisprob旦bi1ityis a function of averag巴SNR
which is affected by the nurnber of users 

transmi抗ingsimultaneously. According to the 
requirement for the packet droppil1g probability， 

the maximum number of users in a 810t can be 
determined. 

2. For services with ARQ 
In this case， we assume that也echann e 1 is 

accessed in a burst illam1er. Ifthe transmission is 
not successful because of overlap of correlation 

peaks or 仕組smission errors， retransmissio11 
occurs after some delay until acknowledgement 

is receivedヲ orthe packet is discarded if the 
expiration time is exceeded. 

官leimport叩 tmeasure of perfoロnance18由e
delay which shows the required time of 
success白llydelivering a packet in the 8ystem. 111 
our system，也epropagation delay is negligible 
and delay is mainly due to the number of 
retransmissio11S of eπoneous packets. Ifthere are 
N us巴rswhich transmit packets in a s出n巴 slot，
也eprobability for 011e of也eusers to be 
transmitted successfully is PJN-1).百ledelay of 

a packet is 
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where dj (i> 1) is the time interval between (i・

1)th田 d油 transmissiol1叩ddj=O， mj is the 
number of transmitted packets at the ith 

tr凱lsmlSSlOnmoment 
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Consider the situation白紙 thetransmission 
time scale is organized in企ameswith duration 
of らeach∞ntaininga fixed number of time 
slots.τbe failed packets are retransmitted in the 
next frame. 80 the delay between two successive 

回 nsmissionis早i.e. di = Tf. The avぽage

τben也eaverage delay of a packet is 

D(G) = E(D) = 1:(i -1)ヰ・r1-~(G)tl .pt(。
i=2 - - (19) 

ーと忌旦中
一耳(0)γ

V. Simulation results 

In simulation， the pr，∞essing gain is 32 and 
the packet is consisted of組 wirelessATM cell 
(54 bytes)6)， and is encoded by half-rate 

convolutional coding of constraint length 9. 
A WGN is ignored.百leRAKE receiver uses the 
maxima1 ratio combiner and so食 decision
Viterbi Algorithm.τbe simulation results of 
throughputs for one receiver are shown in Fig.4. 
In也efigures of following， L is the number of 
multipaths and田 sumethat every multipath has 
equal intensity. 
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Fig.4 channel throughput with one receiver 

When the theoretical bounds are calculated， 

也esum of the infmite items has to be replaced 
by the sum of limited items which causes large 
eηor for low 8NR(8NR<3dB). 80 when the 
tra:伍.cload is high， the di臨 rencesbetween 
simulation results and theoretical bounds are a 
li枕lelarger. The simulation results are abov巴也e
theoretical lower bounds 
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probability血ata packet is accepted for once 
transmission is 

問え(N-1)・min(N，K)
ヰ(G)= I.RN(G)・ M

N=1 1V 

(18) 

The simulation shows社13twhen也etr広伍c
load is heaη" -the effects of multi-access 
interference are obvious. We also notice加 t也e
more multipath，白巴 greaterthe probability of 
overlap of correlation peaks， the less the 
nlaximum channel也roughput，and the sma11er G 
for the maximum血roughput.When only one 
receiver is used in B8 and也巴 multipath紅 enot 

considered (L= 1)，也.emaximum曲roughputis 
more than 98% when G is about 5.5. For L=4， 8， 
the maximum也roughputsare about 95%， 84% 
resp回tively.80， the channel throughput of也lS
system is much greater也釦lIe(36%) For 
practical channel model，設lesigna1 energy is 
often concentrated in a few pa:也s.When the 
maximal ratio combiner is used，也.eperformance 
decrease caused by multipath interference is not 
so serious. Then吐lesituations也atmultiple 
receivers in B8 are considered.百lesimulation 
results of nornmlized也roughputwith di宜erent
number of receivers are shown in Fig.5.百le
no口nalized也roughputis de:fined as也roughput

divided by the spreading factor. In也isfi忽rre，

we can see that when the number of receivers is 
not very large， increasing 也巴 number of 
receivers can increase the maximum throughput 
almost proportiona11y， but when the number of 
receivers increases further， for example企om30 
to 32 in this figure which is determined by 
processing gain阻 d吐leperformance of receiver， 
也ethroughput is not incr巴ased.Also， when the 
traffic load is high， the也roughputis reduced 
gr回 .tlyno matter how many receivers are used 

because of出emulti -access interference. 80， 
when the multi回accessinterference are serious， it 
is no use to utilize more receivers. According to 
也ereceiver performance and processing gain， 
也eacceptable traffic load of the system c姐 be
determined， then 也.e optimal number of 

receivers in B8 can be selected. Also，也etraffic 
load should be controlled by protocol to avoid 
congestion so that both receivers and channel 
can be utilized efficiently. 



subtracts out al1 of the multi-access interference 
for each user in para11el. τne results for 
normalized註lToughputare shown in Fig.6. (a)， 
(b) respectively.τne Normalized也roughputc卸
reach about 75% with 32 receivers when L=l 
and 50% with 18 receivers when L=2. We focus 
on two type of tra伍cto get世間.rperformance. 
One句'Peof tr紅白c，such as voice， uses the 
reserved slot and chip phase of PN sequence 
without al10wing retransmission， while the other 
type， suchぉ data， accesses to也echannel 
according ω也isCDMA slo抗edALOHA ai:l.d 
erroneous packets are retransmitted. 

BS assigns slot and chip phas巴 ofPN 
sequence for each user of first type and 
broadcasts the assignment. No overlap of 
correlation peaks occurs and the transmission 
errors are印.usedby multi-access阻 dmultipath 
interference. BS should know system's 
capability beforehand wi出 theconsideration of 
QoS r，叫uirements.τ'hesimulation is carried out 
to give也epacket dropping probability with 
different number of users transmitting pack出血

as紅neslot， 出 shownin Fig.7. 
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Fig.5. The normalized channel throughput with 
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If the required packet dropping probability is 
10・3，the numbers of users which are allowed to 
transmit packet in也esame slot are 11， 6， 3 
resp即 tivelyfor L=2， L=4 and L=8. If multi-
access interference cancellation is 戸市rmed，
these numbers can be increased further. And the 
number of users回 signedin a slot can not be 

more社l3.nthe number ofreceivers in BS. 
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results are shown in Fig.8. The delay is 
increased with the mcrease of traffic load， and 
when吐letraffic load is not heavy， it Is 
meaningless to use more receivers， while when 
也etraffic load is high， delay is mainly 
determined by multiaccess interfer田 ce and 
overlap of correlation pe叫cswhich is same as 
case of throughput discussed above. Also， when 
the traffic load reaches a point， delay is 
increased suddenly and quickly， i.e. congestion 
occurs. 

Performance Analysis for a Slotted CDMA Miltiservice System 

τne second type of service， the average delay 
of a packet is considered and the simulation 
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From above analysis and simulations， the 
effects of the traffic load on the throughput and 
some QoS parameters c釦 beobt乱ined.BS can 
use也eseInformation to control the traffic to 
access位lech釘mel.
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Vl Condusion 

There are great advantages when CDMA 
technology is used in wireless multimedia 
network. Inせuspaper， a CDMA system using a 
kind of slotted ALOHA access method is studied 
叩 d its channel throughput is calculated. 
Considering 也e effects of wireless link 

transl1Ussion characteristics， we also compute 
some performance parameters for multimedia 

services which have different QoS requirements目

Because of the autocorrelation property of 
spread spectrum sequence，也e chann巴l
throughput is improved gr，信託lycompared with 

pure S-ALOHA system. Th巴resultspresented in 
this paper provide some useful information for 

白turewireless broadband networks supporting 
multimedia applications. 
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